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Abstract-Variations of dry deposition velocity for S02 due to terrain-forced mesoscalecirculations have
beenexplored for northeastColorado and south Florida. A mesoscalenumerical model wasused to obtain
the wind and turbulence data neededto calculatethe deposition velocities. Computations were performed
both with and without consideration of observedland use characteristics.The results indicate that while
variations in land useoften dominate mesoscalevariations of deposition velocity,mesoscalecirculations can
produce regions of enhanced deposition velocity. We recommend that simultaneous measurementsof
deposition velocity bemade at multiple siteswithin a region in order to clarify the influenceof terrain-forced
mesoscalecirculations on dry deposition.
Key word index: Acid deposition, air pollution, dry deposition, numerical modeling, sea breezes,sulfur
dioxide.

interpreted as 'deposition potential', or a scaledflux.
Early models of dry deposition usedconstantvalues
Dry deposition is a major pathway for the transfer of for deposition velocity. More recently,methods have
atmosphericcontaminants to land and water surfaces. been devised which account for the influence of
It is commonly estimated that 20-30 % of S02 emis- atmospheric and surface properties on deposition
sions are removed from the atmosphere by dry de- velocity (e.g. Sheih et al., 1979; Walcek et al., 1986).
position (Garland et al., 1974;Carmichaeland Peters, Walcek et al. (1986; hereafter, W86) used results of
1984). In arid and semi-arid climates, and during meso-(X
scale(i.e. horizontal domain of order 1000km)
summer in Mediterranean climates, most of the re- simulations performed with the NCAR/Penn State
moval is by dry deposition. Knowledge of dry de- mesoscalemodel (Anthesand Warner, 1978)to define
position is thus important both for the assessmentof the atmospheric variables influencing deposition velcontaminant dosagesat the surfaceand for the evalu- ocity. They found considerable temporal and spatial
ation of plume depletion during mesoscaleand long- variability in deposition velocities for S02 (as well as
range transport.
for S04 and HN03).
Dry depositionis often calculatedthrough the useof
The rather coarsegrid spacingwhich is required for
a depositionvelocity. This approachtreats the flux of a practical meso-(X
scalesimulations (80 km horizontal
contaminanttoward a unit surfacear~aas the product grid element in W86) is unable to resolve local
of the concentrationof the contaminant at someheight thermally induced flows. Such flows can dominate
nearthe surfaceacnda velocity scalecalculated at that local weatherand airflow in someregions;for example,
height:
Toth and Johnson (1985)showed that surface summertime wind patterns in northeast Colorado are
strongly affected by the local topography. It follows
that local thermally induced flows may affect deposition velocity in such regions by controlling the
near-surfacewinds and turbulence.Thus, it is usefulto
examine these regions using an atmospheric model
with a finer grid than W86, so that terrain-forced
circulations can be adequatelyresolved.
The presentpaperadapts the methodology of W86
1. INTRODUcrION
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Table I. Land use categories and limiting surface resistances (s cm -1 j

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

1

Mixed agriculture-rangeland
Urban
Agriculture
Rangeland
Deciduous forest
Coniferous forest
Forested wetlands
Water
Barren land
Wetlands

It is worth noting that observeddepositionvelocities
covera broad rangeof values,with considerablescatter
evident even for fairly similar land use and atmospheric conditions (seee.g.the reviewby Sehmel,1980).
This implies that parameterizations based on these
observationswill contain some degreeof error due to
our incomplete knowledge of the environmental factors which control dry deposition. Data are especially
lacking for urban areas;this is compounded by the fact
that an urban arearepresentsdisparateland use types,
so that r c probably ranges from very large values for
dry concrete or blacktop to canopy-like values for
parks and suburban residential areas. The domains
simulated here are comprised in small part of urban
areas (Fig. 1) and our results for those gridpoints
should be considered especiallytentative.

3. RESULTS
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a. Northeast Colorado
The model was initialized at 0200 local time using
the July meansounding for Denver (Abbs and Pielke,
1986). The imposed geostrophic wind was 5 m S-I
from the south. Figure 1a illustrates the land use type
which was used for each gridpoint. The land use is
fairly homqgeneousoverlarge portions of the domain,
with the higher elevations primarily consisting of
coniferous forest and the lower elevations mostly
mixed agriculture-rangeland (except near the urban
areasof Denver and Colorado Springs).
By 0900 local time, a nearly closed cyclonic circulation had developednear Denver(Fig.2). Colloquially
known as the 'Denver cyclone', this feature is often
observedwhen the 'prevailing wind is fairly light from
the south or southeast(Abbs and Pielke,1986;Arritt et
al., 1987).Szoke et al. (1984)found that the Denver
cycloneis highly correlated with severeweatherevents
in the region.
Computed deposition velocitiesat 10 m AGL under
theseconditions are shown in Fig. 3. The deposition
velocitieshavea rather complex pattern in the cyclone
region, with a minimum in the Denver urban areaand

Fig. 2. Wind field at 0900local time, height 10m AGL
for northeast Colorado simulation. Contours are
topography height at intervals of 500m.

a maximumjust north of Denver. Interpretation of the
deposition velocity patterns is complicated by the fact
that the Denver cyclone region has varying land use
types (Fig. la). The coincidenceof land use variability
with a significant weatherfeature makes it difficult to
assessthe importance of eacheffect.
The deposition velocity calculations were therefore
reperformed using the same meteorologicalfields but
assuming uniform land use (mixed agriculture-rangeland) for the entire domain. The results at
0900 local time (Fig. 4) again show a minimum of
deposition velocity in the vicinity of the Denver
cyclone. This indicates that the cyclone produces a
decreasein deposition velocity. Examination of Fig. 2
showsthat near-surfacewind speedsin the cycloneare
somewhatlower than elsewherein the computational
domain. This, in turn, causesa decreasein the friction
velocity u., and a decreasein deposition velocity (see
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Fig. 3. Computed deposition velocities at 0900 local
time, height 10m AGL for northeastColorado simulation. Contour interval is 0.1 cm s -'. (Dashed contours are topography height; cf. Fig. 2.)
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Fig. 5. As Fig. 2, exceptat 1200local time.
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 3, except assuming mixed agriculture-rangeland for entire domain.

Fig. 6. As Fig. 3, except at 1200local time.

b. SouthFlorida
section 2 for the relationship between u* and deposition velocity).
The Denvercyclonewas predicted to dissipate later
in the day as the convective boundary layer grewand
increasedthe vertical transfer of horizontal momentum (Fig. 5). By noon, the generalpattern of deposition
velocities is mostly a function of land use (Fig. 6).
Simulation with uniform land use indicated a slight
tendencytoward enhanced deposition velocities over
the ridges as compared to the plains and the Platte
River valley (fig. 7).
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The modelwasinitialized at 0800 localtime with the
climatological average summertime sounding determined by McQueen (1985).The large-scalewind for
this caseis 5.8 m s-1 from slightly south of east(100°).
The developmentof a sea breeze circulation was
apparent by mid-morning as an intensification of the
flow near the east coast and the development of a
convergencezone along the west coast (Fig. 8). At
noon, there is a rather complex pattern of predicted
deposition velocities as indicated in Fig. 9. It is
immediately apparent that deposition velocities are
much higher over land (V d-0.5-1 cm s-1 ) than over
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Fig. 7. As Fig. 6, except assuming mixed agriculture-rangeland for entire domain.
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Fig. 9. Computed depositionvelocitiesat 1200local
time, height 10m for south Florida simulation.
Contour interval is 0.2 cm s-I.
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Fig. 8. Wind field at 1200 local time, height
10m AGL for south Florida simulation.

water (Vd-0.1cms-I).
This is mainly due to the
destabilizationof the atmosphereoverland during the
day, which decreasesthe atmosphericresistanceto dry
deposition. In contrast, the atmosphere over water
remains stably stratified during the day, inhibiting dry
deposition. The very low surface roughnessof water
also suppresses dry deposition by decreasing the
friction velocity u*. Whelpdale and Shaw (1974)observed Vd = 0.16 cm s -1 for deposition of S02 to

Fig. 10. As Fig. 9, except assuming mixed agri
culture-rangeland for all land surfaces.

the two coastsis due to the seabreezeand the largescalewind reinforcing one anotheralong the eastcoast
but opposing one another along the westcoast.
The computations were re-executedwith a constant
land-use type (again,mixed agriculture-rangeland) in
order to focus more closely on the impact of the sea
breeze on dry deposition. (Discrimination between
land and waterwas retained.)The results(Fig. 10)show
a slight enhancementof deposition velocity inland
water under stableatmospheric stratification, which is from the eastcoast.As before,this is becausethe east
consistent with the values simulated here. Figure 9 coast seabreezeis in the same direction as the largeshows Vd -0.1 cm s -I off the western coast and V d scale flow, increasingthe friction velocity.
-0.2 cm s-1 otTthe eastcoast.The differencebetween
Toward evening,decreasedinsolation leads to in-
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creasesin both the surface and atmospheric resistances.Figure 11 showspredicted deposition velocities
at 1700local time. Comparison with Fig. Ib suggests
that the variations of deposition velocity are primarily
controlled by variations in land use.The largestvalues
of deposition velocity are associated with wetlands
(land use type 9 in Fig. lb), which have low surface
resistancewith little diurnal variability (seeTable 1).
Recalculation with constant land use type showed
a consistent discrimination between land (V d
-0.3 cm S-l) and water (V d-0.1 cm S-l) with no
detectable influence from mesoscale circulations
(Fig. 12).
The depositionvelocitiescontinued to decreaseover
land until around midnight (Fig. 13). Maxima of

Fig. 13. As Fig. 9, except at midnight.

Fig. 11. As Fig. 9, except at 1700local time.

Fig. 14. As Fig. 13, except assuming mixed agriculture-rangeland for all land surfaces.

Fig. 12. As Fig. 11, except assuming mixed agri.
culture-rangeland for all land surfaces.

depositionvelocity at this time again occur mainly over
wetlands (e.g.the region with V d -0.5 cm S-I south
and eastof Lake Okeechobee).Areas with other land
usetypes generallyhave about the samevaluesof V das
occur over water (0.1-0.3 cm s-I). The calculations
with constant land use show a slight tendency for
minima to occur just inland from the eastern and
southerncoasts(Fig. 14).This is likely due to the winds
in theseregions being slightly weaker than elsewhere
over land (Fig. 15), thereby decreasing the friction
velocity:
Daily averagevalues of V d' taken as the meansof
24-h computations, show consistently higher values
over land than over water (V d-0.3-0.5 cm s-I for
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Fig. 15. As Fig. 8, except at midnight.

Fig. 16. Deposition velocities for south Florida
averagedover 24 h, with realistic land use.

land, Vd -0.1-0.2 cm S-1 for water). The influenceof
land use type is easily noticeable,with maxima occurring over wetlands (Fig. 16).The daily averageassuming constant land use shows a clear discrimination
betweenland and water (Fig. 17). The occurrenceof
local maxima near the east coast is also apparent.
4. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Deposition velocities for SOl have beencomputed
for summertime conditions over northeast Colorado
and south Florida. Both of theseregions are strongly
affected by terrain-forced mesoscalecirculations. The
deposition velocitycalculationswereperformed in two
ways:first, with realistic land usecoverage,and second,
with uniform agriculture-rangeland coverage. The
latter calculations provided a closer focus on the
influence of mesoscaleflows, without the complicating
influence of land use variations.
Land usetype was found to exerta stl;onginfluence
on deposition velocity due to its effect on surface
resistance and roughness. In south Florida, which
contains severaldifferent land use types,this leads to
pronounced variability of deposition velocities over
scalesof order 100km. The low surfaceresistanceof
wetland consistently resulted in large values of SOl
deposition velocity. This may have ecological consequencesfor Everglades National Park and Big
Cypress Preserve,which are two federally protected
National Park areas in south Florida.
The influence of terrain-forced mesoscalecirculations on deposition velocity is more subtle,and can
be masked by variations in land use. Results for
northeast Colorado suggesta local minimum of deposition velocity in the vicinity of the Denvercyclone.

Fig. 17. As Fig. 16, except assuming mixed agriculture-rangeland for all land surfaces.

When the cyclone was not present, the predicted
deposition velocities were enhanced over elevated
terrain relativeto the plains and the Platte Rivervalley.
The Florida simulation indicates that deposition velocities increasewherethe seabreezeis supported by the
large-scaleflow. Deposition velocities were consistently lower over water due to lower roughnessand
stable stratification. This was true for Lake
Okeechobeeas well as the open ocean.
It would be useful to obtain concurrent measurements of dry deposition and deposition velocity at
severallocations within a region in order to provide a
better understanding of mesoscalevariability of dry
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deposition. While the deposition velocities computed
here are in agreement with the range of measured
values for corresponding surfaces(e.g. Sehmel,1980),
the authors are not aware of measurementsof S02
deposition velocity which could resolve the effectsof
terrain forced meso-p scale circulations. Our results
suggestthat it would be useful to have simultaneous
deposition velocity measurements at distinct geographic locations, suchas coastal and inland sites or
the baseand crestof a ridge. Although the simulations
indicate that the deposition velocity variations attributable to mesoscalecirculations are rather moderate,
a consistentif modest enhancementof dry deposition
may be ecologicallyand economically important over
the long term.
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